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This is my second research assessment. Last assessment was talking about the actual
feasibility and reality of his project; this research assessment I am going to be talking about
the actual project which is a documentary. I have done a documentary before but that was
almost four years ago about my grandfather. It has been a while since I've done a
documentary so I had to switch the focus for this project and I had to research  “why “ a
documentary and how to film a documentary. I know what a documentary is but I am
filming on a very advanced level and traveling to a different country, so I wanted to make
sure the highest quality production is used. I recently learned something very important
pertaining to documentaries. I am using a source called MasterClass; it's where you take
classes of professionals who are actually on MasterClass teaching you. It can be for
basketball like Steph Curry as your mentor or for any passion of yours. I was using this for a
film and I came across a guy named Ken Burns and he has actually been super helpful. I
immediately recognized his name.  He actually has a film technique that was named after
him, called the Ken Burns technique. This is when an image or possibly a video has a slight
zoom in or slide out. It's very subtle and is just used to show the picture of motion. At first
to the normal eye it does not seem like a big deal, but it actually has a huge effect in
documentaries. I really wanted to know why. I already knew what the Ken Burns technique
was. I've used it a bit to  make my videos look nice, but I had to know why it was especially
important in documentaries. So I actually delved into more of the MasterClass and I found
out the research and actual studies behind the Ken Burns technique. There was actually a
study shown that the Ken's Burns technique specifically used documentaries help trigger a
certain percentage of more emotion. I was astounded. In my mind I was thinking there's no
way this simple film technique can increase percentages of emotion. I actually did need this
technique because very much of my documentary is based ons storytelling and the stirring
of emotions. So I started looking more into the KenBurns Technique to see if there were
different types. All I had known was just a zoom in and zoom out. Through research I found
out that there were actually a lot of different ways to utilize this technique. There are a
bunch of details depending on the way the screen moves, hence triggering a certain
emotion. I was just amazed. I did not know because the way a photo moved over a talking
voice over had such an impact on emotion. Just to clarify with an example: Suppose there is
a documentary about cats and we have someone who is being interviewed and is really
interested in cats. While they are talking about their cat, a picture of the cat is playing and
moving in a certain direction. Depending on if the picture was moving left or right it would
correlate to expressing dismay or glee.


